
Want repeat business

from your clients?

I build bridges between you and your 
customer to keep the conversation going.


By designing inviting and smooth UX 
experiences, I bring your clients positive 
customer journeys so they want to come 

back for repeated business.


Read on to see how I’ve done just that.
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Do you want your audience to: 
Feel respected 

Trust you 
Be engaged 

…consistently across all of your touch points and channels? 
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Hi, my name is Adri and I’m a UX 
Designer and writer from Cambridge, 
Ontario. 


I specialize in creating experiences that 
take the whole customer journey into 
consideration from place to product to 
promotion.


To achieve this style of design and 
writing I use skills learned during my:

-  7 years creating retail experiences

- 6 years designing positive event 

experiences

- 5 years designing websites (including 

editing and writing copy)


As a creative problem solver, I can see 
patterns quickly as well as the big 
picture. Skilled at visualizing solutions 
and a creative thinker, I design and 
write from context and research.


I love helping businesses create well rounded customer experiences that 
make the individual feel comfortable, considered and welcome. 

You can find below short examples of some of the storytelling projects that 
I have been working on with links to their longer content. 
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PROJECT:

UNIQUE ELEMENTS FOR PERSONAL BLOG POST

 
The Process: Blog Listicle With Unique Items 
Writing for my personal online Journal is a process. For the blog post “12 Elements That Went 
Into Photographing This Beautiful Dahlia “ it started with finding a unique idea. I wanted to 
share the process behind the photograph in a shorter way than a full step-by-step instruction 
type article. As a result, I condensed the process into a series of moments that I compiled into 
a “listicle.” What makes this list unique is that I include more than just the moment of the photo 
shoot itself, but those moments of time that preceded that specific instance, instead including 
the duration it took for the growing of the flower itself too.


Below you will find a visual summary of all of the steps that I take when writing my posts, and 
on the following page I include more detail about each step I took and a link to the live post.
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Wanting to share insights into the 
making of a photo in a unique way, 
it became a “listicle”of the 
moments of time it takes….

Using an original photo, the visual 
story had begun and it was time to 
write the content draft.

Using a headline analyzer, I 
tested the headline until it had 
a good score.

I edited the draft to consolidate the 
concept which provided real guidance 
for the final story.

I prepared photos with 
copyright file metadata, 
copyright notice/signature, 
proper size, and resolution.
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Using my previously created template, I 
created a new blog post in Wordpress, 
adding a feature image for sharing.

Using the Yoast plugin helped with the  
input focus keyword phrase and metadata.

I ensured the post worked on 
mobile and desktop by using the 
built-in testing simulator in the 
theme.

See Post Live

Footer
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Hero Image  
Detail of Dahlia Flower

Feature Image 
Wider View of Dahlia 

Flower in Glass
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PROJECT: 
HEIDI BRANNAN WEBSITE


 

The Problem: 
The small business owner needed a new website 
with a comfortable process, which I was able to 
provide, and which the owner really appreciated.

[Adri] You Listened 
 
“You have been extremely thorough about understanding the 
story behind my motivations. Super helpful to getting at core 
ideas, even as they morph and emerge. Then you have been able 
to come up with gorgeous designs showcasing my story and 
offerings, in a way that fits my values.” 

Heidi Brannan

Owner, Etherworks Sculpture & Illuminations
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